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2.3 SOLViNG SiTilULTANEOUS LTNEAR EQUAT,ONS By
ALGEBRAIC TTETHODS

A pair of linear equations in two variables r and y is given:

y=x+3

Y+2=U
Using the substitution method to solve the simultaneous equations,

Substituting, = 5 into 9,,
y=5+3

=8
.'. the solution is/ = 5 and y= 8.

y=x+3 ...'

u=y+2. .'

Su bstituting a.L into
U=(x+3)+2
2x=x+5
x=5

substitution
method

A pair of linea r eq u ations in two variabtes z and y is given:

Y+x=1

y-x=3

Using the elimination method to solve the simultaneous equations,

Adding equations e and '?, we etiminate the variable r.
(y+x)+(y-xl=1+l

2Y =q
v=2

Substitutingy= 2 into ar,

2+x=1

2

.'. the solution is x = -l and y = 2.

x=-1

Y+x=1
y-x=3

elimination
method
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BASIC MASTERY

O Sotve the fotlowing simultaneous equations by the substitution method.

(a) y=r+ 5 and 5x+y=17 lbl x=7+lyan43x-+y=15

(c) y=3x-qand 5x-3y=20 (d) r+2y=9666 3x-+y=-3

(e) r-ay=2536dx+2y=-5 fl ! + 7x-- -tS and 5x + 4y = g
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O Solve the followlng simultaneous equations by the etimination method.
(al x+y=5nn6*+4y=14 lbl -3x+4y-2gand3x-3y=-12

lcl x - Zy = -15 6nd 5r+ 3y=46 ldl x + ty = -29 and 4x - 5y = 16

(el 2a+5Y=7 and 6r+llY=9 /l tZx - ey = 3? and sx + 2Y = I
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(O Sotve the fottowing simultaneous equations

(a) 5y + 61= I6nd2x - lY= 56 lbl x - zy = tt and 3x - 4Y = 21

(c) 3x+ +y = -19 3nd 5x - 2y = -4 ldl Sx - +y = 19 znd 3r+ y= -13
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O Solve the foltowing simultaneous equations.

(a) 8r-3y- tZ = 0 and 2x + 5y - 25 = O (bl 4x + 5y = -9 6nd -3x + 7y = -47

(O Sotve the fottowing simuttaneous equations.

(fl y = 5.7 - 3.5x and 4Y + 2.511= 11.3
2y
3

1_
3PI andl+t =!-5
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Given 2x-7y+1 + (x+2y+6\ 'z= 0, find the values ofr and y.

@ Sotve the simultaneous equationt ! + I = a 6n6 ? - I = f,.
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1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, l',r, 12,

l3
Formulate a pair of simu lta neous equations to
solve word problems

confidence Level l

Related Questionsr l2l3l415

Name: Class

2.4 APPLICATIONS OF SI'TULTANEOUS EOUATIONS

Date:

Given the word problem:

An apple costs $r and an orange costs $y.

3 apples and 3 oranges cost $3.15 white 4 apptes and 5 oranges cost $4.80.

Find the cost of an apple and the cost of an orange.

To sotve theword probtem, we can formulate a pair of simuttaneous equations:

3r+3y=3.15

4x+5y=4.80

The solution of the simuttaneous equations wilt be the cost of an a pple and

an orange respectively.

formulate
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BASIC MASTERY

The sum of two numbers is 88 and theirdifference is 24.
Let the larger number ber and the smalter number be y.

(a) Using the given information, write down two simultaneous equations.

(b) Hence find the two numbers.

@ tn the diagram,,ABCD is a parallelogram.

6 cm

3x- cm

B

(2r- ls)cm
(2/- 3)cm

D c

(a) Write down two simultaneous equations and show that they can be reduced to
x-y=6andx-2y=2.

(b) Solve the simuttaneous equations to find the values ofx and y.
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@ lhe diagrams show two distinct triangles, ABc and DEF.

D

E

B

A c

(a) Write down two simultaneous equations and show that they can be reduced to
y+y=)g1njy+)y--!$.

(b) Solve the simultaneous equations to find the values ofr and y'

1l

(2r + l0)'

4

@ An apple costs $xand a pear costs $(2y).
- 

+ appies and 5 pears cost $5.90 white 7 apptes and 3 pears cost $6'30'

Find the cost of an apple and the cost of a pear'
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@ ln the diagram,the line segment RS is the transversal of paraltel lines/B and CD.

Find the vatue ofr and of y.

(l1r + l0)

(O The ratio r: y is 4 : 3.

When the value ofy decreases by 9, the new ratio is 2 : 
.1.

Find the value ofr and ol y.

R

B

Dc

(101 + 2y)'

(l0y + 49'

s

/ titingAought 25 stamps consisting of 2o-cent and so-cent stamps.
The total cost of the stamps was 99.20.
Find the number of each type of stamp she bought.
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@ the vatue of +00/o of the sum of two integers, and y is 28.
Given that y is 6 times ofr, find the two integers, and y.

@ Therearexboysandygirlsinaguitarctub. lf 13boysand4girts jointheguitarclub,thenumberof
boyswill be 500/0 more than the number of girls. lf 1 boy joins and 12 girls leave the club, the number
of boys wilt be twice the number of girls.
Find the original number of boys and girls in the guitar club.

@ The tens digit of a two-digit number is hatf the ones digit.

@ When the digits are reversed, the number increases by 36.
I Find the number.
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ADVANCED

@ Johnson and Siti are 100 m apart. Johnson walks at a speed of r m/s and Siti walks at a speed of y m/s.

q, They will meet in 10 seconds if they walk towards each other.

lf both of them walk towards the right instead, Johnson willcatch up with Siti in 50 seconds'

Find the respective watking speeds of Johnson and Siti.

@ a0 pens and 30 pencils were shared between Anwar and Brittney.

Anwar received 9 more pens than pencits.

The number of pencits Brittney received was twice the number of pens she received

Find the number of pens Anwar received.

@ Wnen 3 is added to the nu merator and denominator of a fraction, the new fraction is equivalent to f.
When 3 is subtracted from the numerator and denominator ofthe original fraction, the new fraction is

equivalent to f. Find the origina I fraction.
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Name: Class:

POP 2Autz

(O (a) Complete the ta ble of values for the equatio n 3x - 2y = 14

(b) The diagram shows the graph of 3y = r.
On the same diagram, draw the gra ph ol3x - 2y = 1!.

v

t0

Durotion:
15 minutes

trl

lrl

B

6

4

2

3y =,

-'t0 -8 -4 468r0

-2

-4

-6

-8

-10

(c) Hence solve the simultaneous equations 3x - 2y = 14 and 3y = 1a.

trl

x 2

v
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€) Solve the simultaneous equations 6r + 5y = l2 a nd 4x + 5y =20.

@ tn the diagram, the linesAB and CD meet at the point O.

By writing down two simultaneous equations, find the value of x and of y.

(14), + 6 (7x-1

63"

t3l

l4l

D

c

B

(6r + 2)'

o

5
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POP 28 Durotion:
15 minutesutz

Q Thediagrambelowshowsthegraphsofy=a+6andy=*r-1,*heremandcareconstants.
v

8

6

4

2468

y=m.x-1

-8 -6 -4 2

-4

-6

-8

(a) Using the above graph, write down the solution of the simultaneous equations

y=x+candy=mx-1.

(b) State the value of

(il m,

(ii) c

(c) Find the area of the triangle bounded by the two [inear graphs and the y-axis

tll

tll

trl

tll

N
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@ Apptes of equal mass are ptaced in a bowl on top of aweighingscate.
The table shows the reading on the weighing scale, y grams, when r apples are placed in the bowl.

Number of a pptes (x) 5 8

523 709

It is given that x a nd y are connected by the equation y = c + dx, where c and d are constants.

(a) Write down two equations in c and d.

(b) Solve the equations to find the value of c and of d.

(c) What does the value of c represent?

l2l

t3l

tll
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